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Britain said on Tuesday it would extend the number of deaths from the coronavirus outbreak to nursing homes and the general public after new statistics suggested the country had underreported its number. So far, only deaths of people who have tested positive at the hospital have been reported, with 586 more deaths reported in the
period up to 1600 GMT on Monday, bringing the official figure to 21,678. But new data from the Office for National Statistics, which shows the number of deaths in the community that mentioned COVID-19 on the death certificate, pointed to a higher number, putting Britain on the right track to be as badly affected as the worst affected
nations -- or worse. From tomorrow (Wednesday), we will publish not only the number of deaths in the hospital per day, but also the number of deaths in nursing homes and the community, Health Minister Matt Hancock told reporters. This will support the weekly publication of onS and CQC (Care Quality Commission) and will add
everyone to our understanding of the spread of this virus from day to day and inform the judgments we make to ensure the safety of people. According to an AFP count from official sources at 1100 GMT on Tuesday, the United States had the most deaths with 56,253, followed by Italy with 26,977, Spain with 23,822 and France with
23,293, then Britain. The latest ONS figures showed that a record 22,351 deaths were recorded in England and Wales in the week ending 17 April -- about twice the five-year average and the highest weekly number since 1993. A total of 21,284 deaths in england were due to corona virus, compared with the official announcement that day
of hospital deaths by the National Health Service (NHS) England of 13,917. 4,343 had died from COVID-19 in nursing homes, but said the proportion was about one-sixth of the total toll. It was just below what we would see in normal times, he added. Andrew PARSONS But he rejected claims that the government had not done enough to
protect elderly residents most at risk of the disease and the social workers working on the frontline. That's something we've focused on from the start (from the outbreak) and it's been a big challenge throughout, he added. One of the difficulties in obtaining accurate data is because an estimated 15,000 mostly private nursing homes are
part of about 10,000 different organizations, he said. The government's national test coordinator, John Newton, said 25,000 tests had been carried out in nursing homes so far. A real picture of the number of Getting to the UK is complicated because devolved administrations in Scotland and Northern Ireland report separate deaths outside
hospitals. That -- and different reporting periods for the registration of deaths -- have led to differing estimates in the British media. But the statistics underscore a broader problem for the UK government, which is under pressure to disclose its strategy to ease a national lockdown imposed on March 27. The extent of the deaths in The
number of homes is clear from the ONS figure and confirms our fear of a much higher level of suffering, said James Naismith, director of the Rosalind Franklin Institute and the University of Oxford. Prime Minister Boris Johnson, who returned to work on Monday after recovering from COVID-19, hinted that the strict restrictions would not
be lifted any time soon. Hancock said the key criteria remained to reduce the daily death toll and infection rates. The government has set itself the goal of testing 100,000 people a day for COVID-19 by the end of the month, and has extended its regime to nursing homes that are over 65 and people who cannot work from home. It is also
looking to launch a smartphone contact tracing app in the coming weeks to warn the public if they are close to anyone who develops symptoms. jwp-jj-phz/dl This will not be news for commuters and frequent outings, but motorists are increasingly encountering toll roads and ever-increasing tolls for existing ones. The most recent example
is I-10 in Texas, where plans required the maximum toll during peak travel times to shoot between 7 and 10 dollars from May 30. [UPDATE: At the last minute, the planned toll increase on I-10 was suspended, although a toll increase could be implemented in the future. For the time being, the maximum toll remains 7 dollars.] With road trip
– and car rental – season right on us, here are a few strategies that help to keep tolls and surprise fees from ruining your holiday. Pay attention to cashless toll roads. Together with more toll roads overall, more of them can only be paid for on electronic payments, where motorists can only pay via EZ-Pass, FasTrak or a similar system.
Those without transponders are captured on camera and later charged for payment – often at a higher price and perhaps with a handling or administration fee. It's hard to find a definitive, up-to-date list of America's cashless toll roads and bridges. PlatePass, an electronic toll system that works with car rental providers to lend transponders
to rental customers, lists dozens of electronic payment toll routes across the country, but focuses only on where its service works and is therefore not comprehensive. If you are planning a trip on an unknown highway, bridge, or tunnel, search for the toll and payment details on the relevant website. Florida is notorious for a plethora of toll
roads without people to collect cash payments. Drivers who do not have SunPass transponders on the Florida Turnpike, for example, will be charged an additional 25 dollars on each toll, plus a fee of 2.50 USD once a month. On other roads, the Miami-Dade Expressway, the toll for cars without SunPass will be doubled. Northern
California's famous Golden Gate Bridge is also cashless, and drivers without FasTrak tags pay 7 dollars or 1 dollar extra. Oh, if you're driving a rental car, expect a lot more fees on cashless toll roads (more on that below). Get the best EZ Pass account. Although some drivers refuse to board electronic toll payment systems because they
have concerns about privacy and billing errors, or perhaps because they are unbanked or simply prefer cash, the vast majority of car owners are on board. This usually saves money: After a recent (surprise) toll increase, crossing the Verrazano Bridge in New York City costs 16 US dollars in Cash Lane, but only 11.08 US dollars with an
EZ pass. Note that there is usually no special requirement to sign up for the EZ Pass or equivalent local system in the state where your car is registered. Because each state's program has its own fee structure – the cost of tags, prepaid tolls, and other fees vary widely, including some states with no prepayments or monthly fees – it's
worth shopping for the tag system that gives you the best combination of convenience and value for your household. Choose your car rental company and options carefully. Most car rental companies offer electronic toll transponders as an option, along with insurance, car seats, additional driver fees and a variety of other fees. Getting a
transponder with your rental car is a comfort when you often drive on toll roads. But it can cost a bundle. For example, the Avis e-Toll program costs USD 3.95 per day, and for a maximum of USD 16.95 per month with your rental car. What has caught the eye of many customers is that Avis and other operators charge the convenience fee
of USD 3.95 for every day the vehicle is rented – including all days when e-Toll is not used, according to the fine print. In other words, even if you use the transponder only once in the course of a one-week rental, you will be charged more than the daily fee. (In this case, you would be hit with the monthly maximum.) This isn't necessarily
something customers would know enough about to argue about when returning the vehicle, as the fee will only be displayed on a credit card bill after a few weeks. Even more greedy is that Dollar and Thrifty were sued for class-action last year for allegedly charging customers who had not signed up for a transponder an administrative fee
of 15 or 25 dollars for each toll, even though the toll cost a tiny fraction of that amount. In the past, Hertz and Fox Rent a Car have also been sued over charges related to customers' tolls. Consumer travel blog The Points Guy recently rounded up the fees for transponders from big landlords. Only the upscale Silvercar, which rents out
Audis and has locations at only nine airports, allows customers to use transponders without fees. Conclusion: If you don't want to use a car rental company's transponder, don't touch it. Pay tolls in Cash Lane whenever possible and avoid cashless toll roads or expect car rental charges to appear on your credit card statement. Bring your
own EZ Pass when you rent. There is another option for car rental customers who do not want to pay transponder fees: BYO. Rental rental Operators are not exactly willing to present this as an option for customers for obvious reasons (it is reduced to simple profits). But we have confirmed that it is indeed okay to bring your own
transponder and use it in a rental car. You just need to be sure that the car's transponder box is closed, a Hertz representative explained by email. When opened, the EZ Pass transponder will be active when the customer passes through a toll and is billed for the EZ Pass service. State transponder programs usually also allow this
practice. You can use your E-ZPass tag in any vehicle of the same class, according to the New York program. However, to play it safely, check the rules with your special tag account. In some cases, it may be recommended that you register the rental car with your electronic payment account system, which you can do online. If you don't
have a tag tag that works in the region you're traveling in, you should buy one for your trip. Signing up for a local account often costs only a few dollars and can be done in a few minutes once you're at your destination. This can save money compared to using the system that comes with the rental car. Skip the toll. The easiest way to avoid
large tolls is to plan a route that bypasses toll roads. Google Maps and various other online map and navigation systems allow drivers to get directions exclusively on roads, bridges, ferries and the like without tolls. Simply click on Google Maps on route options and choose according to your wishes. This article originally appeared on
Money. Money.
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